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Microchannel plate as a novel bipolar
electrode for high-performance enrichment
of anions

Microchannel plate (MCP), a high-porosity glass membrane used as an electron multiplier
in analytical/scientific instruments for the detection of energetic photons and charged
particles is demonstrated here as a highly effective bipolar electrode (BPE) for electrokinetic
focusing of anions. Assembled between a pair of microfluidic channels filled with an
electrolyte buffer and subjected to a sufficient bias potential, MCP supports faradaic
reactions, owing to its semiconducting characteristics. Thousands of microcapillary tubes
fused together define MCP and act in unison such that each microcapillary serves as a
tiny BPE surrounding an infinitesimal element of bulk electrolyte with a large surface-
area-to-volume ratio and hence performs highly effective as compared to a planar electrode
inlaid into a microchannel. This performance has been validated here where concentration
enrichment of a fluorescent tracer has been demonstrated at a remarkable rate of up to
175-fold/s exceeding those reported for planar BPEs. We attribute such high performance
to the rapid onset of ion-depletion zone and subsequent steep field gradient, signifying
the high-porosity structure of MCP as an effective BPE.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General aspects

The ability to precisely handle minute amounts of liquids
(pL–nL) in channels with a size of tens to hundreds of mi-
crometers (microchannels) is a key aspect of microfluidics
and presents applications with many opportunities including
great economy of sample and reagents, less reaction waste,
rapid analysis time, cost effectiveness, high resolving power
of separation, compactness and portability, high throughput,
and the ability to multiplex and automate [1]. Such scaling,
however, brings along the challenge of detecting analytes in
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ultra-small sample volumes often at fairly low concentrations.
This is particularly the case in optical detection whereby the
small channel dimensions limit the optical pathlength and
confronts the concentration LOD with a drastically low num-
ber of target analytes in such a short distance [2]. Hence, it is
of utmost importance to leverage techniques for in situ en-
richment of analyte concentration within a detection volume
to bring it to adequate levels.

For a given sample, analyte enrichment, or preconcen-
tration, can take place through numerous means inclusive of,
but not limited to, solvent or liquid-phase extraction via phase
transfer or molecular diffusion [3], SPE via adsorption or sur-
face affinity interactions [4], semipermeable membrane stack-
ing via size-based exclusion or ion concentration polarization
(ICP) [5,6], and those based on the principle of electrokinetic
or sometimes hydrodynamic equilibrium [7–17]. The latter
class of techniques is largely inherited from CE, known to
scale well with microfluidics, and offers field-addressable re-
tention and release of analytes irrespective of their chemistry.
Among those, the prominent ones are IEF [7], field-amplified
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sample stacking [8, 9], ITP [10], and field gradient focusing
(FGF) [11–17].

IEF is applicable to analytes with a well-defined pI and
over an accessible range (3–11). This limits the utility of the
technique to peptides and proteins, albeit, poorly soluble in
their net-neutral state and hence tend to aggregate. Field-
amplified sample stacking requires analytes in an electrolyte
at a lower ionic strength (conductivity) than the surrounding
buffer whereas ITP keeps them between the leading and trail-
ing electrolytes. Preparation and precise injection of multiple
electrolytes can become a technical hurdle. Moreover, highly
unstable electrokinetic flows triggered by sharp conductivity
gradients disturb these very gradients required for the en-
richment. Judicious choice of leading and trailing electrolyte
chemistry demands a priori knowledge of electrophoretic mo-
bilities of sample ions.

FGF is a family of techniques whereby charged analytes
are simultaneously separated and enriched by balancing the
electrophoretic force gradient against a fixed convective force.
Each analyte can then be focused at a unique site based
on its electrophoretic mobility. These techniques are, un-
like IEF, applicable to fully ionized species, and differ in
their methods of establishing a spatially nonuniform electric
field. Such methods may involve a buffer with a temperature-
dependent ionic strength subjected to a temperature gradi-
ent focusing [11, 12], or a buffer with a conductivity gradient
[13]. They may also use a buffer with a constant conductivity
under an electric-field gradient in a channel nonuniformly
shaped [14–16] or embedded with an array of addressable
electrodes [17]. The latter is referred to as the dynamic or
digital FGF. Implementation of these techniques, yet, may
not be that straightforward due to the requirement of special
buffer arrangements, channels packed with chromatographic
media to reduce dispersions, or ion-permeable dialysis mem-
branes to decouple the constant convective flow from major
disturbances.

Bipolar electrode (BPE) focusing is a recent addition to
the FGF family and involves neither a semipermeable mem-
brane nor nanochannels but a simple channel with an em-
bedded conductor [18]. BPE refers to a floating conductor
isolated from any external circuitry and in a channel filled
with an ionic solution subjected to an electric potential of a
sufficient magnitude. The field gets suppressed in the vicinity
of BPE as it shunts the majority current through electronic
conduction, which overtakes ionic conduction owing to an-
ionic and cationic reactions simultaneously triggered at its op-
posing ends, the so-called faradaic depolarization [19]. This,
however, is accompanied by the build-up of an ion-depleted
low-conductivity region in a pH-sensitive buffer neutralized
upon reacting with the products of water electrolysis. In re-
turn, a spatially extended steep field gradient is established
in the adjoining anodic segment. BPE enrichment occurs in
this particular segment at a unique position where anionic
analytes tend to focus as the bulk EOF is offset by the increase
in electrophoretic force.

Crooks and colleagues provided valuable insights into
the role of faradaic reactions in the formation of electric field

gradients and the onset of concentration enrichment [18–23].
Laws et al. demonstrated BPE enrichment of a fluorescent
anionic tracer by a factor of nearly 500 [20]. Subsequently,
Anand et al. reported 500 000-fold enrichment of a tracer
within 150 min (56-fold/s) upon enhancing the slope of the
field gradient via higher field strength and higher concentra-
tion buffer, both sustainable owing to a 12.5-fold reduction
in microchannel height [23]. The authors also introduced a
dual-channel design, which decouples the voltage drop across
BPE from the voltage applied, allowing for a higher driv-
ing potential and a more rapid enrichment, 142 000-fold in
∼33 min (71-fold/s). While all these gains originate from a
simple microstrip electrode with a planar quasi-2D profile,
further gain in performance can then be expected from a
high-aspect ratio 3D electrode, albeit with demand of rela-
tively complex fabrication process.

Here, we introduce the microchannel plate (MCP) as a
novel 3D BPE in a simple preconcentration device. A high
porosity compact glass membrane, MCP features a densely
populated array of high-aspect ratio precision microcapil-
laries [24]. Originally developed for image intensifiers as a
high-resolution electron amplification element, MCP, owing
to its high gain and superior temporal and spatial resolu-
tion, is also extensively used in a broad spectrum of appli-
cations from TOF MS and X-ray imaging to night vision
goggles for the detection of charged particles and energetic
photons. Manufactured in a unique process involving a se-
ries of fiber-draw procedures borrowed from the fiber-optic
technology, MCP packs cylindrical glass microcapillaries with
smooth and straight sidewalls, a profile formidable to repli-
cate through lithography-based etching. MCP is made of a
lead glass and then reduced in hydrogen anneal to render mi-
crocapillary walls semiconducting and capable of sustaining
charge replenishment from an external power supply. Pre-
viously, we reported electro-osmotic pumping characteristics
of MCP where we also noticed a peculiar flow behavior that
can be attributed to its semiconducting surface and faradaic
reactions possibly engaged [25]. Inspired by this finding, the
current study is set to investigate MCP for the characteristics
of BPE focusing anionic tracer molecules in a microchannel.

1.2 Theory

Figure 1 depicts a typical segment of MCP and describes its
working principle as a BPE membrane for the enrichment of
anionic species within a microdevice built to harvest faradaic
reactions. As seen from scanning electron microscope images
in Fig. 1A, MCP packs in a glass matrix a highly dense and
highly regular array of microcapillaries with fairly smooth
sidewalls. Given their semiconducting sidewalls and high-
aspect ratio structures, such cylindrical microcapillaries, each
capable of serving as a tiny BPE, act in unison and thus
expectedly lead to a rapid onset of a highly localized sharp
field gradient and the subsequent effective enrichment of
anionic species. In the device, MCP partitions a microchannel
filled with an electrolyte buffer containing anionic species
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Figure 1. (A) SEM images of a sectioned
MCP depicting densely packed micro-
capillaries. (B) Schematic description of
the microdevice for bipolar electrode
enrichment of anionic species whereby
faradaic depolarization drives MCP into
cathodic and anodic poles following
the stated reactions and leads to an
ion-depleted low-conductivity zone (the
shaded zone) next to the cathodic sur-
face. In the zone, cathodic electroosmo-
sis balances out anodic electromigration
as represented by the arrows, the veloc-
ity vectors acting on the ionic species.
(C) Rendering of the local electric field
distribution along the channel with (solid
line) or without (dashed line) faradaic
reactions.

to be enriched and across which a constant voltage bias is
maintained. A potential drop of sufficient magnitude (with
respect to the standard reduction potential E◦) across MCP
drives the coupled faradaic reactions in (1) and (2) at the
anodic and cathodic poles, respectively [19, 21].

2H2O − 4e− → O2 + 4H+; E◦ = 0.40V (1)

2H2O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH− ; E◦ = −0.83V (2)

TrisH+ + OH− → Tris + H2O (3)

As stated in (3), hydroxide anions (OH−) generated at the
cathodic pole of MCP are neutralized by the buffer cations
(TrisH+). In consequence, a region of low conductivity de-
velops in the vicinity of the cathodic pole and continuously
extends into the anodic channel as indicated by the shaded
zone in Fig. 1B and C. This is accompanied by an increase
in the local electric field, rising up from a uniform profile
therein (solid line versus dashed line in Fig 1C). The higher
the conductivity contrasts across the depletion boundary, the
sharper the field gradient, which can be managed by em-
ploying a high ionic-strength buffer and driving faradaic re-
actions faster. Species are transported in the channel from
anode to cathode under the net influence of electroosmosis,
which dominates their electromigration except in the deple-
tion zone wherein anionic species are slowed down and en-
riched by the opposing electrophoretic forces amplified by the
field.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 The device

Figure 2 presents an exploded view of the device schemat-
ics along with an assembled unit incorporating a fragment

of MCP depicted next to a whole intact sample (diameter
18 mm). All samples were purchased from Chairman Photo-
electricity S&T Co., P. R. China, and contained nearly 12 × 106

microcapillaries each 6 �m in diameter across a glass plate
300 �m thick. As can be seen, the device with a single
inlet and a single outlet was assembled by sandwiching a
fragmented piece of MCP containing roughly 8.1 × 104

microcapillaries across an effective area of ∼3 mm2 be-
tween two identical hybrid microchannels, each 15 mm long,
50 �m wide, and 45 �m deep replica molded in PDMS
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) following the standard soft-
lithography procedure and then enclosed with a glass slide
bonded over as a cover [26]. All the bonding steps were re-
alized through activating the respective surfaces in oxygen
plasma (29.6W Harrick Plasma) for 45 s. Prior to bonding,
either PDMS slab was bored with a pair of holes 2 mm in
diameter and 15 mm apart so as to allow fluidic access to the
microchannels and MCP piece.

2.2 Reagents

Fluorescein (Fl2−, Sigma-Aldrich, Hong Kong) was used in
the experiments as a fluorescent tracer to measure the ex-
tent of enrichment process. Tris-HCl buffer was used as
background electrolyte and prepared by diluting Trizma
Base (Sigma-Aldrich) in DI water (18.0 M� cm) to a de-
sired concentration and with a pH level adjusted to 8.2 by
HCl.

2.3 Instruments

Enrichment of Fl2− was monitored through an epi-
fluorescence microscope (FN1; Nikon, Japan) equipped with
a mercury lamp (100 W), a filter cube set allowing for ex-
citation at 492 nm and for emission above 520 nm, and a
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Figure 2. (A) Exploded view
of the device schematics built
for bipolar electrode focusing
of anionic analytes and featur-
ing a fragment of MCP sand-
wiched between a pair of iden-
tical hybrid microchannels in
PDMS/glass. (B) Picture of an
assembled device shown next
to an intact MCP, the opaque
disk with a porous region sur-
rounded by a solid transparent
glass border.

CCD camera (RT3 Mono; SPOT). Images of the enrichment
were captured through a 10× objective lens and stored in
a computer. Faradaic reactions were activated via platinum
electrodes (Leego Precision Alloy, China) immersed into the
reservoirs and connected to a high-voltage power supply
(Tianjin Dongwen Co., China) controlled through LabView
(National Instruments) software.

2.4 Experiments

Prior to each experiment, the device under test was rinsed
with Tris-HCl buffer via vacuum pump connected to the
either reservoir. Experiments were conducted upon replac-
ing the rinsing buffer with Tris-HCl containing 100 pM,
1 nM, or 10 nM Fl2−. During experiments, time-resolved
video frames were acquired and analyzed for fluorescence
intensity by an image processing software ImageJ (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Concentration of
the enriched Fl2− molecules was determined by comparing
the band maximum intensity to a set of calibrated Fl2− inten-
sities. Dividing the concentration of the enriched band to the
initial tracer concentration provided us with the enrichment
factor (EF).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Electoosmotic mobility

First, we investigate the influence of MCP on the EOF charac-
teristics of the device using the neutral marker Rhodamine B
(RhB) [27]. For the device assembled without MCP partition-
ing the channels, the electroosmotic mobility �eof measured
using DI water is 0.95 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 and compares well
with the values reported earlier. For instance, a value of 1 ×
10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 has been cited for native PDMS channels
while slightly larger (by a factor of 1.4−1.8) for those hybrids,
defined in part by PDMS and glass [28]. Also, a slight decline
in the electroosmotic mobility is observed with the increased
conductivity of Tris-HCl buffer upon replacing DI water
(Fig. 3). Such trend is expected since the increased ionic
strength of the buffer is known to modulate electrical double
layer as well as the surface zeta potential, � [29, 30].

Figure 3. Plot of the electroosmotic mobility with or without mi-
crochannel plate partitioning the channels in the device as a func-
tion of Tris-HCl buffer concentration measured via neutral dye
Rhodamine B. The lowest concentration is obtained by replacing
Tris-HCl buffer with DI water.

Interestingly, though, the presence of MCP partitioning
the channels in the device greatly alters EOF characteristics in
a unique way. First and foremost, the electroosmotic mobility
measured using DI water remains toward the cathode and yet
limited to a value of only 1.22 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, a fraction
(∼0.25) of those obtained with typical silica-based surfaces
[31]. This suggests a value of �, −17.4 mV, as can be deduced
from the expression, �eof = ��/�, where � is the permittivity
of water ∼7 × 10−10 F/m and � is the viscosity of water
1 × 10−3 Pa s. This is fairly close to −15 mV, the value we
previously reported based on the measurement of maximum
EOF rate per unit effective voltage dropped across MCP [25].

Second, the decline in the electroosmotic mobility with
the increased ionic strength of the buffer is far more dramatic
when MCP is in the device partitioning the channels rather
than left outside. The bulk flow practically comes to a stand
still as the concentration of the buffer reaches 100 mM. This
unique characteristic can be attributed to the semiconducting
nature of microcapillary walls in MCP along with their ability
to sustain bipolar faradaic processes at their opposing extrem-
ities. Duval and colleagues earlier proposed the manipulation
of electroosmotic velocity field within an electron-conducting
cylindrical microcapillary by engaging bipolar faradaic
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reactions and suggested a theoretical framework for the anal-
ysis of the subsequent EOF, wherein the electrical double
layer and � potential are defined by two concomitant mecha-
nisms: a chemical charging process, which has its origins in
protonation and deprotonation of surface amphoteric groups
and an electrochemical charging process, which arises from
polarization of the electron-conducting surface and bipolar
faradaic reactions associated with it [32, 33]. Due to the intri-
cate and nonlinear coupling of these two mechanisms, spatial
inhomogeneities of electric field and of � potential begin to de-
velop and ultimately lead to a hydraulic pressure gradient that
can cause the reversal of the flow within localized domains
throughout such microcapillaries. As the ionic strength of the
buffer increases, the bipolar current becomes more dominant
than the ohmic current, thereby leading to a more profound
heterogeneous distribution of electric field and of � potential
which, we believe, is responsible for the pressure-induced
counter streams strong enough to oppose the bulk EOF. It
should be noted that the subsequent experiments use 1 mM
buffer with the electroosmotic mobility comparable to that of
DI water and also with the current density limited such that
no visible bubbles are formed up to 1000 V.

3.2 Concentration enrichment

Figure 4A shows a representative band of Fl2− upon a 13 400-
fold enrichment obtained by a voltage bias of 800 V main-
tained for 70 s across the device filled with an initial con-
centration of 1 nM Fl2− in a buffer of 1 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.2). The band is formed between the cathodic pole of
MCP and the anode at a unique position where the bulk EOF
toward the cathode is counter-offset by the electrophoretic
motion of the dye molecules toward the anode. Figure 4B

reveals the dynamics of the enrichment process as the profile
of the enriched zone evolves over time with the correspond-
ing peak becoming more and more intense and approaching
closer to MCP while relatively preserving its baseline width.
This somewhat deviates from the trend observed in a mi-
crochannel embedded with a planar BPE wherein the corre-
sponding peak becomes also broader [18, 22] as it gets more
intense and may appear moving in the opposite direction [18].
Such opposite movement of the peak away from BPE suggests
that the spatially extended ion-depletion region could be still
building up. Here, this region, however, quickly stabilizes
within 50 s from the voltage bias onset (see the movie clip
in Supporting Information). Beyond 50 s, the peak intensity
continually increases as long as the voltage bias is maintained
until 150 s from the voltage onset when it begins to stabilize
again at a position closer to MCP. This slight shift in the peak
position toward MCP along with the saturation in the peak
intensity is attributed to the reduced electrophoretic velocity
field as the enriched anions increase the ionic strength of the
depleted region, thereby degrading the field gradient accord-
ingly [6, 22]. We believe that the enrichment performance
reported here that is the exceptionally rapid initiation and
stabilization of a fairly sharp peak of the enriched molecules,
unlike of those obtained with a planar BPE, is a result of the
high-porosity 3D structure offered by the semiconducting
MCP.

Subsequent experiments investigate the change in the
peak intensity for three distinct initial concentrations either
as a function of time at a fixed bias voltage or as a function of
bias voltage applied for a fixed time period. Figure 4C shares
a set of curves describing the time evolution of the peak
intensity during 800 V bias presenting the values of EF with
respect to the initial concentrations of Fl2−. With an initial
concentration of 10 nM and 1 nM Fl2−, EF reaches a plateau

Figure 4. (A) Fluorescent micrograph of
a typical band upon 13 400-fold enrich-
ment from an initial concentration of
1 nM fluorescein (Fl2−) in a buffer of
1 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.2) via 800 V main-
tained for 70 s. (B) For the same ex-
periment, time evolution of the flu-
orescence intensity distribution along
the anodic microchannel at axial posi-
tions measured from the cathodic side
of microchannel plate and captured at
the specified time intervals (the legend)
since the onset of the applied voltage
bias (800 V). (C, D) Enrichment factors
calculated based on the measured peak
intensities and presented either (C) as a
function of time at 800 V bias or (D) as a
function of bias voltage at the conclusion
of 200 s from the onset across the device
for three distinct initial concentrations of
Fl2− (the legend) in 1 mM Tris-HCl buffer
(pH 8.2).
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in 130 s registering 16 000- and 19 000-fold enrichment at an
average rate of 123- and 146-fold/s, respectively. Lowering the
initial concentration to 100 pM allows the enriched zone more
time to saturate, which occurs at a concentration comparable
to that of background ions and disruptive to the established
field gradient. Thus, EF further rises 28 000-fold in 160 s,
at 175-fold/s. In comparison, Ross and Locascio employing
temperature gradient focusing achieved 11 250-fold at a rate
of 1.9-fold/s [11]. Humble et al. [15] and then Liu et al. [16],
both using electric FGF, demonstrated 10 000-fold at 4.17-
fold/s and 4000-fold at 1.1-fold/s, respectively. Anand et al.,
using a planar BPE in a dual-channel arrangement, the so-
called “faradaic ICP”, attained 55 000-fold at 27-fold/s and
142 000-fold at 71-fold/s for the initial tracer concentration of
1 nM and 10 pM, respectively [23]. The latter is the highest
rate of enrichment reported by the authors based on BPE and
exceeds the rate, 28-fold/s, obtained with a traditional ICP
at micro/nanochannel junctions using a comparable initial
analyte concentration 33 pM [6]. Interestingly, though, the
rate reported here, 175-fold/s, is remarkable in view of the
fact that it is achievable under less favorable conditions as
opposed to those surrounding the faradaic ICP that attained
a rate of 71-fold/s: our average field strength 267 V/cm versus
417 V/cm, Tris buffer 1 mM versus 100 mM, and the initial
tracer concentration 100 pM versus 10 pM.

Saturation in enrichment for a fixed bias voltage is an
expected outcome since the presence of the enriched anionic
molecules in the ion-depleted region poses a destabilizing
effect on the established ionic strength and the accompany-
ing field gradient [6, 22]. This, however, can be overcome by
increasing the bias voltage. Figure 4D reveals the relation
between the bias voltage and maximum EF obtained at satu-
ration, 200 s from the bias onset. Maximum EF rises with the
bias voltage more or less linearly and mostly remains inde-
pendent of the initial tracer concentration for the values below
500 V. Above 500 V, however, it rises considerably fast for the
lowest initial concentration (100 pM). With an increased bias,
electroosmotic bulk flow in the anodic segment becomes far
more dominant over electrophoretic motion of the tracer, as-
suring a faster transport of the tracer to the focusing zone.
Meanwhile, in the focusing zone, both opposite forces equi-
librate at an increased strength, mounting their sequestering
effects on the enriched band. Local eletrophoretic strength
increases because, with a larger bias, faradaic currents
intensify and, through faster OH− production and subse-
quent TrisH+ neutralization, lead to a sharper transition in
the ionic strength of the depletion zone boundary, thereby
establishing a steeper field gradient. Further rise in EF is
expected with even larger bias but usually hindered by the
generation and accumulation of bubbles on the surface of
MCP (more than 1000 V).

4 Concluding remarks

We have demonstrated that the MCP, traditionally employed
as an electron multiplier in image intensifiers, can be adopted

without any modification as a highly effective BPE driving
faradaic reactions in an electrolyte buffer, owing to its high-
porosity 3D structure with a semiconducting surface. One
could harvest such faradaic reactions using microfluidics and
focus anionic species at a fairly rapid rate by establishing an
ion-depletion zone with a sharp field gradient balancing elec-
tromigration against electroosmosis. Constructed typically in
lead glass with a compact and planar format, MCP can be
treated as a glass slide and bonded with PDMS-based mi-
crofluidics upon oxygen-plasma surface activation. Readily
available from various suppliers covering a range of speci-
fications (e.g., pore size), MCP takes away the burden and
requirement of having an access to sophisticated cleanroom
facilities for the fabrication of such an intricate structure that
would otherwise have to face complications from metalliza-
tion, lithography-based patterning, and deep reactive ion etch-
ing (DRIE). As a material and structure, MCP is quite robust
and highly regular in pore distribution, hence exhibiting a
compact and stable depletion zone and the consequent sharp
enrichment peaks. The high-performance characteristics of
MCP shown could be beneficial for the rapid enrichment and
detection of charged biomarkers including DNA and proteins
in bioanalytical microdevices.
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